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t!MORDIHGTON"^K DOUGLAS HOUSE 

Near Frederica - Kent County - Delaware 

Owner; Bankson T# Holcomb 

Date of Erection; 1777 

Number of Stories; Two and one half 

Materials of Construction: Brick. Square plan 

■with low kitchen mng. 

Other" Existing Records; Bennett, Early Architecture 

of Delaware. 

The National Society of Colonial Dames, p.18. 

Additional Data; Built "by James Douglas who is a 

direct ancestor of the present Governor of Delaware, 

C. Douglas Buck* 

Original stairway and other woodwork removed, but 

is being restored at present time. 

District Officer 
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Location: 

HABS  Mo.   DEL-6 

HISTORIC  AMERICAN  BUILDINGS  SURVEY 

MORDINGTON   (DOUGLAS HOUSE) 

HABS 

I- 

An Addendum to 
"Mordington" (Douglas House) 
Frederica "Vicinity, Delaware 

in HABS Catalog (1941) 

On side road "between Canterbury and 
Milford beside McColley's Millpond, 
Milford Vicinity, Kent County, Delaware 

Present Owner:   Mrs. Gladys Benjamin March 

Brief Statement 
of Significance: 

Reference: 

This  is  a 1777 example  of  a three-bay, 
two-and-a-half  story,   Georgian  brick 
house with  an  earlier,   one-and-a-half 
story frame wine:. 

Dorothy and Richard Pratt,   A Guide to 
Early American Homes—South   (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book  Company,   1956),   page  51 

HISTORICAL  AND  ARCHITECTURAL INFORMATION 

Mordington  is  one   of  the most noteworthy  plantation 
houses  of southern Delaware.    As most people  think  of 
Mordington,   it is an exceptionally fine  Georgian brick 
house  of   three-bay width  and  two rooms  deep.     In height 
it  is of  the  two-story-and-attic type.    Such,   indeed,   is 
the brick part of  the  house,  built  In 1777. 

What  people  usually fail to take into  account  is the 
lower frame wing  at the  east side.     This,   too,   is  an  Im- 
portant  part of  the  structure,   and no  consideration of 
Mordington would  be intelligible  without  it. 

The   plan   of   the brick   part  of  the house  is  perfectly 
regular  and the  same  as is  usually found  in  a three-bay 
Georgian   structure,  with   the hall and  stair  at one  side 
of  the  two large  rooms. 
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The  one-story-and-attic frame  part  is obviously 
an  older building  than  the brick  main block of the house, 
and the  plan of the brick  part would  have been different 
if the frame   structure had not  already been  there to make 
use  of. 

The   plan of  the  frame  part is  an adaptation or 
development  of the late Mediaeval "Resurrection Manor 
plan"  so  frequently followed in  southern Delaware.    What 
is now the dining-room was  the  "great room" with generous- 
sized fireplace and the closed  stair winding up beside it. 
The woodwork also indicates the greater age of this less 
conspicuous part of Mordington. 

In  the brick  part  of the house  the  interior woodwork 
and paneling are of a quality  consistent with the  character 
of  the  exterior.     The  stair in  the wide hall  is not  original 
It  is a replica of the  original  stair which was taken   some 
years ago by  a museum.     In  the  two  large rooms on the west 
side  of the hall,   the woodwork and the paneling on the 
chimney-breasts of  the   corner fireplaces are original. 
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Philadelphia,   Pennsylvania 
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